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The following STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS are circulated with this Gazette and forms part thereof:

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

No. 60 of 2017, “The Emergency Powers (Mandatory Evacuation) Order 2017”

4pp Price $1.90

No. 61 of 2017, “Proclamation dated the 8th day of September, 2017 appointing the place and time for the emergency meeting of Parliament”.

2pp Price $1.20

No. 62 of 2017, “Resolution Communicating the Occasion of the Declaration of a Proclamation of Emergency and Providing for the continuance of the Emergency Powers Order made by the Cabinet in accordance with section 3(1) of the Emergency Powers (Hurricane Earthquake fire or Flood) Act Cap, 148”.

2pp Price $1.20

No. 63 of 2017, “Disaster Area (Emergency Powers Declaration) Order, 2017 made by the Cabinet under section 2 of the emergency powers (Hurricane, Earthquake Fire or Flood) Act Cap, 148”.

2pp Price $1.20
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